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THE RESEARCH SETTING: 

Several research in the last 20 (or more) decades have concentrated on how worldwide companies 

handle their subsidiaries worldwide, see e.g. Forsgren & Pahlberg (1992); Roth & Morrison (1992); 

Holm et al. (1995); Andersson (1997); Barkema & Vermeulen (1997); Barkema et al. (1997); Taggart 

(1997); Birkinshaw & Bonnet (1998); Tsang (1999); Foss & Pedersen (2002); Paterson & Brock (2002). 

The several research have looked into almost each and every component of the drawbacks between 

key go office and worldwide sub-sidiaries, but one subject has – in our opinion – not been 

thoroughly researched: The issue of how language problems are set. This subject can be seen in a 

bigger research developing as some the company inner – and at some level exterior – connections. 

In this documents we will thus concentrate on the connections between the company and its 

subsidiaries worldwide – and especially benefit of language skills. The item of the documents is to 

talk about how connections to worldwide organizations are handled in a communicative viewpoint 

through subsidiaries. The conversation is based on a study of the connections between producers 

from Funen and their Italy subsidiaries. Almost all of the companies are producers of impressive 

gadgets and proc-essing lines. The y make, produce and and then provide unique items often in a 

near and necessary co-operation with the client. 

As described, research on worldwide companies will pay very little attention to the impact of 

language on their organisational framework. Though research on the idea of user-friendly 

comprehensive variety in the early sev-enties concentrated on language as one of the restrictions in 

worldwide working companies' exposure to worldwide industry, the subject was quickly 

discontinued, presumably because it was connected so successfully to the much criticised idea of 

user-friendly comprehensive variety. The imaginary performs on worldwide companies over the last 

25 decades has targeted progressively about them of connections and cross-cultural connections. 

Despite this the participation of language skills to the connections techniques going on within the 

company and between the company and its atmosphere has not seemed a subject at all to 

organisational researchers. 

Our look for in several of healthcare databases clearly declares this impact as the look for for 

content combining the key words: language - worldwide companies - connections - organization as 

well of varia-tions of this conditions only came up with very few content. Several content developed 

by professionals particular in inter-unit teambuilding techniques or by journalists concentrating 

more on the growth of suggestions and issue identification for worldwide companies The most 

important ideas and results of this content will get offers for soon in a diachronic viewpoint. 
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Very few content thus mentioning to the drawbacks of language in the co-operation between a 

head-quarter with one language and a extra with another language. One of the few is Marschan et 

al. (1997) with a headline, which almost could have been used as the headline of this paper: 

“Language, the ignored take into account worldwide management ”. As the writers declares 

language has maintained to be given in the research worldwide companies even though there is an 

increasing concentrate on communi-cation techniques and program growth. The designed remedy in 

much research, that language standardisation has set the drawbacks of different 'languages' in the 

subsidiaries of the multina-tional organization. But, as the writers indicate, language standardisation 

is not the same as assur-ing significant connections. Instead add connections across 'languages' is 

often the most important problems in the growth of subsidiaries in different nations. 

 The growth across the world companies towards thinner components and aspect to aspect co-

operation and connections to make sure the growth of all parts of the firm1 generates the reliance 

of an ideal language even more powerful. The aspect to aspect connections relies upon almost 

always on a net-work of individual connections, which are language reliant. This casual details flow is 

the system for a powerful aspect to aspect connections, but the issue of language skills – which are 

vital – is ignored in almost all imaginary performs on casual connections, as Marschan et al. (1997) 

features. 

The primary query for Marschan et al. (1997) is thus: “how do employees who are only proficient in 

their local language, which is not the chosen organization language, operate across the 

organisation’s effective and nationwide boundaries?”(p.593). This query is really important when we 

look at companies from little language categories like Finland or Denmark. 

Marschan et al. (1997) discovered different kinds of options to these problems. First of all there is 

the inactive activities where problems with language are ignored or neglected. This usually 

represents that connections is not research or heard and effective connections is thus avoided by 

the deficiency of language fluency. Another option would be the use of language intermediaries 

within the extra or at mom organization. Very often an expatriate – or someone else with an 

outstanding knowledge of the ‘official language’ – is approached to modify and becomes a ‘language 

node’ in the communica-tion. The individual that is ‘language node’ has often not operate set up the 

connections program but is taken away from his or her formal perform to modify. Still another 

option would be to build up up casual techniques of related language skills outside the extra – at 

other subsidiaries and in the key go office. Marschan et al. (1997) relates to an example with a 

Language extra of the Finnish organization Kone where the supervisors developed a listing of 

Language mentioning to individuals from the Kone tele-phone listing. These individuals consisting a 

little but effective individual program at the head-quarter and at other subsidiaries. 

None of the described solutions are especially effective or useful in lengthy run. Instead another 

could be that all employees comprehend operate organization language (in most situations, this 

indicates English). Only selecting British mentioning to employees can also do this. This remedy looks 

simple, but there is an inclination to forget that the fundamental process for the extra is to be locally 

sensitive – to be in exposure to customers, stakeholders, and others in there local language. 

Therefore Marschan et al. (1997) states: “Being locally sensitive in which viewpoint is also a need for 

effec-tive connections with exterior stakeholders at the extra level. The standardisation of lan-guage 
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is filled with similar complications to those associated with marketing and other worldwide activi-

ties” (p.595). 

Two decades later Marschan et al. (1997) was followed by another documents by the same writers 

and with the Finnish organization Kone as the healthcare ground. This documents Marschan-Piekkari 

et al. (1999) is though more concentrated on the impact of language on framework, energy and 

connections in a multi-national organization. One of the fundamental results seen from our 

viewpoint is, that employees with excellent language capabilities is able to build up up strong 

individual techniques within the world organization. Lan-guage becomes in this way relaxed way to 

obtain expert energy in the co-operation between a multi-national organization and its extra 

worldwide. 

The primary purpose of Marschan-Piekkari et al. (1999) is to use out the impact of language on com-

munication within huge and native allocated multinationals. The documents is based on an in-depth 

exploratory research of the Finnish worldwide organization Kone and its subsidiaries. The study 

viewpoint is that of organisational changes in multinationals from asked for components to less 

asked for and more aspect to aspect components. Past research on this subject shows that this 

change in the multinationals is associated with an increased concentrate on versatile inter-unit 

communica-tion and team-building techniques as a way to make sure casual management systems 

and to build up up techniques of individual connections. The individual techniques are seen 

important to the transmitting of from one device to another within the company. However to 

Marschan-Piekkari, Welch and Welch both multinationals and various research have ignored the 

operate performed by language as a po-tential hurdle to the inter-unit connections. On this 

credentials, they set out to discover out the use of language in the MNC inter-unit connections and 

its impact in conditions of: 

1) Control and co-ordination techniques and techniques  

2) Language as an electrical source  

3) Language and organisational framework  

 

The connections framework is analyzed not only in a conventional extra - headquarter perspec-tive 

but comes with the inter-subsidiary connections, as these seem to obtain importance. 

The research was performed as a sequence of 110 discussions with employees chosen from three or-

ganisational levels: top management; center management and effective level. The interviewees 

showed 25 styles located in non-English mentioning to nations, British being the company language. 

The 25 styles were each chosen according to modifications in location, sizing, economic importance, 

year of purchase, and community credentials. 65% of the interviewees described lan-guage as a take 

into account the connections with other styles in Kone. The behavior to the use of la n-guage in the 

connections process going on within the Kone organization are analyzed from three perspectives: 

1) Language as a hurdle  

2) Language as a organization  

3) Language as an electrical source  
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Language as a hurdle is a well-known pattern to cross-cultural connections research and the Kone 

scenario revealed a clear condition in two areas.  

 

1) Within the immediate area of com-munication - changed communicatio n, connections that was 

late or not passed on at all - operate guides launched in British and complicated to comprehend for 

the Language mentioning to private. 

 

2) Within the area of developing techniques - limited skills in British handled to get complicated to 

many center supervisors and employees at effective level to participate in coaching programs 

organized by Kone. It was thus complicated to build up up individual connections to employees in 

other styles starting up for pos-sibilities to seek assistance, availability details previously, and to 

quantity up the decision-making process at extra level. A organization of mostly Language 

mentioning to private was separated within the company not being considered cand idates to 

coaching programs. 

The dealing techniques developed by the subsidiaries to get over which hurdle are those of inner 

(unauthorised) demonstration of organization certification, the use of intermediaries with skills in 

the industry language or in Finnish, the top management being mostly Finnish mentioning to. 

  

As well as deficiency of language skills can be seen to have very negative repercussions to an 

worker's opportunities to gain availability to the connections techniques, the ownership of the 

appropriate language skills can accomplish the inter-unit connections moves. The Kone details 

display individuals with higher skills in British (and Finnish) who are able to be language broker / 

interpretation can ob-tain an increased place in the industry than their effective place would 

normally rationalize. 

At extra level, the local co-operation was recognized in several conditions on the system of a 

allocated language other than British. This was the issue of a In in in german - Austrian co-operation 

and that of a Language - French co-operation which were recognized in buy to provide combined 

coaching programs. Once, Language supervisors went to see other subsidiaries in buy to discover out 

individual connections to Language mentioning to employees, which could be another connections 

program. These are ways in which language is used in a aware way to get the discussing of 

assistance, informa-tion, and details. 

Language as an way to obtain power: Kone functions British as the (only) organization language and 

organization connections like the yearly report is only launched in British but the research into the 

Kone details display language makes sure its own framework on connections techniques. Inter-unit 

connections showed up to an outstanding level to be person-bound and the connections in these ne 

t-works was instructed through employees who were particularly able of mentioning to the 

appropriate language. In this way employees in the Kone subsidiaries could get more impact than 

their set up the company would normally allow. 
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The analysis has shown that the use of language effects the connections techniques within Kone. The 

release of British as organization language has not removed this issue and under-lying operate 

organisational framework the use of 'languages' developed every evening framework centered on 

on allocated 'languages' other than British and language mediators / nodes. This evening struc-ture 

centered on on language seemed to be an critical part of the subsidiary's energy system. 

One of the other content concentrating on language in the internationalisation of the industry is 

Crick (1999). This content looks into the use of language within UK little, medium- scaled companies 

with organization. The derive from a huge research finishing that details perform aware of the im-

portance of 'languages' but this is not shown in their daily perform and not within the use and 

coaching of employees. Seen from our viewpoint especially the certification of connections problems 

in British mentioning to companies is exciting. 

The research subject is placed in a cross-cultural viewpoint, the use of 'languages' being one of the 

most important aspects of the connections of worldwide working companies. The immediate 

research viewpoint is set by two research known as by Crick reporting: 

 

1) That roughly 33% of British companies encounter language problems in their exposure to 

worldwide industry  

2) That UK companies in common are dropping useful trading opportunities because they 

absence language skills in certain la nguages  

Related to the primary subjects managers' recognized importance and great things about worldwide 

la n-guages in their organization functions, Lady Crick research several of appropriate styles which 

are: 

 

 1) Issues avoiding their use  

2) The effective use of 'languages' within businesses and  

3) The firms' profession and coaching suggestions with regards to 'languages'.  

 

Crick distinguishes the companies in 4 categories according to their sizing, but all 4 several 

supervisors display the same mind-set towards the use of 'languages'. All of them see the use of 

'languages' as important to their firms' functions and for the same two aspects. The use of 

'languages' en-hances picture and increase purchases. The supervisors also concur with the key 

outstanding purpose why for the main advantages of language skills. It signals a desire to come 

forward to meet the customers can use and is thus successfully re-lated to picture aspect and the 

relational place. A take into account mind-set can be observed though when it comes to the issue of 

why 'languages' are not put to use in the industry. To companies with less than a variety of 

employees the details of British as a widely spoken language, deficiency of rele-vant skills, initiatives 

and price engaged are given an outstanding concern whereas companies with more than a variety of 

employees see these aspects as less important. 

Within the domain of profession and coaching suggestions all four several companies display similar 

be-haviour. 50 % of the companies validate to look for those who language skills when they are 

recruit-ing new employees whereas the rest of it doesn't look for this particular skills in the recruit-
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ing process. In common the companies don't provide any language training their employees, neither 

do they try to inspire the employees to take up language coaching. On the other hand, the 

companies seem to rely on the personnel's current language skills. 

Cricks results match with our findings in the area of profession and coaching suggestions for the 

Danish companies and the documents furthermore is a participation to the conversation on the 

release of British as organization language in many worldwide working companies as an technique to 

get over which hurdle. 

Mel Berger, see Berger (1998), functions as a advisor in group growth techniques and in his content 

he identifies the mixture community skills that are necessary for the connections with others for 

whom British is not their first language. This content provides a short scenario about a teambuilding 

workout in an English-French Company. Berger provides some tips ho w to assess a person’s 

communicative skill. To Berger communicative skills mean to be able to look at the listener’s 

scenario and to build up ones conversation to the listener’s level of knowing. Communicative skills 

rely on four competencies: 

1) Gauging one's level of terminology and quantity of distribution to which fluency of the 

listeners  

2) Recognising the varying details of spoken and non- spoken activities  

3) Listening and asking to look at the opinions and opinions of others  

4) Awareness of what is expected at the initial level of making a connection in or-der to build 

up up adequate trust to operate together effectively.  

 

The scenario example revealed that the British employees were complicated for their Italy col-

leagues because of their quantity of talking about and their comprehensive use of terminology. The 

Italy employees were contrarily seen as unreasonable and dropping reliability because of their 

passionate communica-tion style and their emotional technique to discussions. 

  

The advisor Bill Oncken III, see Oncken III (1998), performs along the same line although he is 

working with different signs up within the same language, not with different 'languages'. He provides 

a meaning of connections that we will make reference to in our documents. To Oncken III: 

Connections is the sequence of which combines a small company type go to feet, type system to top, 

and from aspect to side…Chains of knowing are quite difficult to design or to maintain. 

Freelance author Jean Cumming, see Cumming (1998), provides in her happy with particularly Ca-

nadian lenders put into use in buy to build up their options to a multiethnic, modern and multi-

linguistic community. In resistance to the other content Cumming provides with companies which 

encounter multi- linguicity on their immediate industry. According to the author, most Canada and 

the united states financial institutions have a positive community reaction to the multiethnic 

personality of the the ir industry, indicated e.g. by the party of "ethnic" vacations. Which look at this 

party is quite obvious, for example greetings and needs in Tagalog, Gwich'in, Mandarin etc. 

Employees are trained to say easy greetings in the langua ge of their prospective customers as well 

as printed content are available in their local language. The mobile phone financial solutions have 
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put a very aware effort into the selecting of multilingual individual. To a certain increase customs 

from the customers' community credentials are inte-grated in the help financial institutions, for 

example in regards to provides customs. The advantages of this multi- language user profile as well 

as to calculate but the common financial institution supervisors consider it a strength with regards to 

picture. One conventional financial institution manager is revealed to say that thereby they obtain 

useful encounter in cross-cultural connections, which can be brought into use when it comes to 

functions on for-eign industry. 

If we take a look at language problems and language skills in the wider outlook during the internatio 

n-alisation of companies it is exciting to see a similar to the idea user-friendly comprehensive 

variety, see e.g. Vahlne & Wiedersheim Bob (1973); Sullivan & Bauerschmidt (1990); Klein & Roth 

(1990); Nordstrom & Vahlne (1994); O'Grady & Road (1996). The proven fact that the include of a 

firm’s house nation and a prospective organization nation not should be calculated in kilometers or 

kilometers but as a user-friendly dis-tance includes actions of community comprehensive variety but 

also language comprehensive variety. The idea of user-friendly comprehensive variety was intensely 

criticised – see e.g. Czinkota & Ursic (1987); Sullivan & Bauerschmidt (1990); Nordstrom & Vahlne 

(1994); O'Grady & Road (1996); Stöttinger & Schlegelmilch (1998) – and almost vanished from the 

internationalisation of the company imaginary performs. One outstanding reason for looking over 

which problems in the internalisation imaginary performs is maybe that language has been 

successfully connected to user-friendly comprehensive variety. 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA: 

The healthcare details for the documents arises from exploratory research amongst Danish 

companies with sub-sidiaries in Italy. Through a data source of Danish companies (CD-Direct) 30 

companies with subsidiaries in Italy were recognized. All they are placed on the area of Funen, which 

has app. 15% of all Danish companies. Lenders were approached by mobile phone to get the 

individual accountable for the connections with Italy. Exploring the industry with several open-

ended problems was send by mail to they. 15 useful opinions were came back together with several 

e- posts with feedback and mobile phone conversation with several associates. 

The bigger research developing is a project, which is aimed at looking at all kinds of organization 

connections with Italy mentioning to industry. Four kinds of connections to the industry have been 

recognized together with the connections usually used in each regards. 
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Figure 1: Typology of companies with connections to the Italy mentioning to markets 

Type of relation Communication 

1. Firms with sparse contacts to France Communication in English 
– economically insignificant No plan for using French speaking resources in the firm 

2. Firms with periodically large cus- Systematic search for customers 

tomers in France. The individual order Communication in English 
is economically significant for the firm External help is used for special purposes – translation of 

 technical matters, etc. 

3. Firms with intensive contact with Systematic use of linguistic competencies in the firm 
different kind of customers in France Communication in French 

 External help is perhaps used for specialised purposes – 

 translation of technical matters, etc. 

4. Firms with intensive contact with Communication with the market is almost the subsidiaries 
different kind of customers in France responsibility 

systematised by the use of subsidiaries The employees at the subsidiary are almost all French 
in France Communication between the headquarter and the subsid i- 

 ary is in English 
 The formal French linguistic competence at the headqua r- 

 ter is only used for quite simple routine tasks 
 Often native speakers in the headquarter are used as ‘la n- 
 guage nodes’ 

 

The details for this content comes merely from companies from group four – Danish companies with 

subsidiaries in Italy. It is exciting to see the aspect regarding the use of language skills between 

companies from group three and four. Both kinds of companies have excessive and long- long long-

term rela-tions with customers and providers in Italy, but the companies from group four are 

employed arms- length through the use of one or more subsidiaries. Which skills is thus merely 

developed and extended in companies from group three. 

As described the opinions comprised mainly of problems with open-ended solutions plus a few 

problems the company – variety of employees, type of merchandise, etc. The associates were the 

one accountable for the connections with Italy and usually it was you are not some type of formal 

details in Italy. The associates were often very disappointed by the deficiency of expert connections 

in their companies. Often a lot of the primary connections was given to you are not encounter in 

Italy – e.g. an expert from Italy – who did not have operate details to modify between Italy and 

Danish. This disappointment provided lengthy solutions from many of the associates – displaying 

that a complicated and query was moved. 

All the numbers with the associates (questionnaire, ema il, mobile phone conversation, etc.) 

indicated, that the connections to Italy customers was separated in two considerably separated cir-

cuits – the connections between mom organization and the extra and the connections between the 

extra in Italy and the customers can use. To that could be added a third routine – the connections 

between the customers can use in Italy and mom organization in Denmark. The get in touch with to 

the Italy employees in the extra is incredibly uncommon and usually only someone at the extra has 

any exposure to Denmark. The employees at the Italy extra are, for example, not welcomed to see 
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the company in Denmark. Significance that the company will not get very useful infor-mation 

regarding, for example, the lifestyle, the customers can use, responses to services, ideas, etc. 

DEFINITIONS: 

By ’corporate communication’ could the connections, which happens within the company – within 

sections, between sections, between headquarter and other – and between the company and its 

atmosphere, for example customers. We will mainly concentrate on the interior connections 

between the Danish headquarter and the Italy subsidiaries. The organization com-munication will be 

mentioned in regards to two key concepts: 

• Core connections  

• Functional connections  

‘Core communication’ is a similar to the idea of ‘core competence’ and contains the communica-tive 

activities, which are needed the growth of the company. This awesome activity happens in a near co-

operation between the client and employees placed in the firm’s headquarter. Primary com-

munication is thus meant to discover out and take care of the connections in which the individual 

solu-tions are made. 

By ‘functional communication’ could a set of communicative conventional workouts – e.g. 

conventional organization numbers and technological certification. The ‘functional communication’ 

contains the efficiency of the agreement that the events engaged in incredible process reach and on 

the relational level it decides a two-part connection circulating responsibilities and respon-sibility. 

As described it is often postulated that the most favored language skills are enhancing (read the 

ability to use British amongst non local sound program are growing rapidly), but we mean that is 

necessary to differentiate between language skills and connections skills. A manager from the UK is 

of course very acquainted with mentioning to British, but not actually acquainted with connections, 

see e.g. Berger (1998). Through a technological skills it is often seen that the those who almost no 

common language are able to convey. It could be an expert from one nation mentioning to a 

technological issue with two specialists from some other nation. This type of technological, effective 

commu-nication is on a solutions of well known day-to-day problems. When it comes to primary 

commu-nication regarding e.g. agreements the technological and effective language is no longer 

enough. In the same way the technological, effective language is often on a face-to-face connections 

and can not be used being mentioned through email, mobile phone etc. – even if this is casual 

connections, too. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS: 

It has been crucial in these research to see how the Danish companies figure out out options to 

connections problems with the Italy subsidiaries. Information from laptop computer laptop or online 

on on companies from Funen display the connections between mom organization and the Italy 

details perform organized in three circuits: 

• Circuit 1: Headquarter and worldwide extra  

• Circuit 2: Additional and industry - customers  

• Circuit 3: Headquarter and customers – post income service or follow up  
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 If we press connections (divided in effective / primary connections and in British and French) in a 

matrix, we get the following wide picture: 

Figure 2:Typology of communication 

 Communication in English  Communication in French  

Functional communication Circuit 1 1 Circuit 1 2 
 Circuit 2  Circuit 2  

 (Circuit 3)  Circuit 3  

Core communication Circuit 1 3 Circuit 1 4 
 Circuit 2  Circuit 2  
 Circuit 3  Circuit 3  

 

When the connections between the company in Denmark and its extra in Italy (and the cus-tomers 

in France) is divided up in effective and primary connections and in British and Italy as the primary 

language picture looks as in the matrix above. 

1: The effective day-to-day connections can be organized with British as the primary language 

between mom organization in Denmark and the extra in Italy. This increases often new kinds of 

problems as it can be seen in the issue research later in information. Sometimes the connections 

between the headquarter and the Italy client is organized in British e.g. when mentioning to de-tails 

in agreements. 

2: It is often seen that the day-to-day connections between the headquarter and the extra has to be 

organized in Italy due to deficiency of British mentioning to employees in the Italy extra. The 

connections between the extra and the custome rs in Italy will of course be in Italy, but then the 

connections between customers and the headquarter in Denmark often has to go through the extra. 

3: The primary connections – e.g. mentioning to a huge agreement with a individual in Italy – is often 

organized in British due of which multiple individuals in the headquarter will take part in this 

connections. As we will illustrate later in the issue research planning the primary connections in 

British – ‘the language of this companies are English’ is not quite as easy as it appears to be. The 

communi-cation between mom organization and the extra will be in British, but usually only a few – 

maybe just looking after of the extra – are able to talk British at a primary connections level. The 

Danish organization and the Italy customers will be mentioning to the important components in e.g. 

a legal agreement in British, but the efficiency of the agreement and process for finding prospective 

customers etc. will be the subsidiary’s. This connections will be in Italy. The extra is in this communi-

cation scenario dropping details about primary ingredients of the connections in the industry. Seen 

from the Danish aspect the extra is often seen as dropping skills in mentioning to agreements and is 

not seen as able to operate on its own. 

4: The other when planning the primary connections is to use Italy as the ‘official’ lan-guage in the 

connections between mom organization, the extra and the customers can use in Italy. The 

advantage of doing this is that the extra is able to take a more re-sponsible role in e.g. mentioning to 

huge agreements. Often it is seen that only one or a couple in Denmark is able of mentioning to Italy 
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at a modern level. And often they (or these persons) is placed in concentrate of the primary 

connections because of his or her knowledge of Italy and not be- 

 cause they formally are allocated an important aspect in the firm’s primary connections with the 

Italy industry. It could be an expert who is married to a Italy woman and who talks perfect Italy. He is 

then allocated the use of contacting the Italy customers and the extra and will have the use of a 

‘communication node’ as said before. 

As seen in Determine 2 there will always be problems with connections whatever remedy the 

company has chosen. These problems are summarized in Determine 3. 

Figure 3: Problems in communication 

 Communication in English Communication in French 

Functional Circuit 1 – problems in subsid iary Circuit 1 – problems in HQ 
communication Circuit 2 – not existing? Circuit 2 – lack of information to HQ 

 (Circuit 3) – problems for clients (Circuit 3) – (possible problems in HQ) 

Core Circuit 1 – problems for many emplo y- Circuit 1 – problems for many emplo y- 
communication ees in the subsidiary ees in HQ) 

 Circuit 2 – subsidiary excluded from Circuit 2 – HQ to a large extent exclu- 
 communication with clients ded from communication with clients 
 Circuit 3 – large problems for subsidi- Circuit 3 – large problems in HQ due to 
 ary and possible problems for clients lack of information 

 

  

As we can see from the matrix, this way of planning the connections makes big problems in routine 

three, where mom companies are working straight with the client. Often the Danish com-panies 

display these problems in regards to discouraging industry stocks. The extra is often seen as either 

dropping the skill-sets to take over liability for e.g. discussions with customers (when which is 

English) or the extra is not providing enough details to mom organization (when which is French). 

The picture given here is of course straightforward as a powerful option between British or Italy. In 

the actual the options are not so quite simple but is often a muddling-through find-ing the best 

solutions from day-to-day. This often indicates an assortment of Italy and British depend-ing on the 

issue and which individuals are ready to take over a certain process. As e.g. Marschan et al. (1997) 

shows the center supervisors that are accountable of discovering the options usually see out their 

own customized options to which problems. It can for example for a Language extra be a listing of 

Language mentioning to employees at mom organization. Individuals on the history are then used as 

key informants when the Language supervisors need details from mom organization. This way of 

developing your own program of connections to get over which problems are seen in the Danish 

companies too, but at minimal range as the Danish details perform a lot smaller scaled compared to 

Kone used as research in Marschan et al. (1997). 
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SITUATION STUDIES: 

Following the most favored picture of language and connections problems in Danish companies with 

sub-sidiaries in Italy we will take a better look at a few of the companies. Of course the 15 

companies in laptop computer pc each have their own way of discovering another to which and 

connections problems, but suggestions two companies, which can be seen as common conditions. 

 Case 1: The company generates huge gadgets, mostly for the development industry, and it is ex-

tremely focused towards organization. In total it has (with subsidiaries) app. 330 employees of which 

app. 200 are emp loyed in Denmark. The organization has two huge subsidiaries in Italy and Italy is 

an im-portant provide for the company (the amount of organization to Italy is not known). The 

organization has only one worker in Denmark, who is able to talk Italy even at a effective level. 

“We have two huge subsidiaries in Italy and app. 200 employees in Denmark and I am the only one 

who is able to talk Italy. This says something about the ma-chine-industry – and by the way Italy was 

not the key outstanding purpose why to hire me.” 

Respondent comes from scenario 1. Modified from research. 

The individual has a master’s level in Business Financial aspects and Italy from a Danish school and 

she has due to her knowledge of Italy become an important component of the company’s 

connections with the Italy subsidiaries – even though that operate organization language is British. 

“Our organization language is British, but several of the Italy employees like to com-municate in Italy 

– and then they call me, if it really gets hot.” 

Respondent comes from scenario 1. Modified from research. 

It is clear from these research that careful follow British as the company language does not remove 

connections problems with subsidiaries in e.g. Italy. Which skills in Italy is thus needed but not 

recognized in any formal way. Significance that the individual (who functions as a language node in 

the connections with France) never is able to build up up her com-petence through e.g. programs. 

A lot of incredibly important connections goes through they but it is often casual com-munication 

and the facts are not published in the industry. Because of the deficiency of a appropriate language 

technique (except applying British as the company language) in the industry the facts exist mostly as 

‘tacit knowledge’. 

Case 2: The company generates gadgets for automated distribution of food, beverages, etc. Almost 

100% organization advertising with Italy as the most important industry. Almost 400 employees in 

Denmark, the num-ber of employees in Italy is not known. The development is in Denmark and the 

Italy extra has only the obligation for the advertising to Italy. The individual has details in Italy (and 

other languages) from a Danish organization school and performs as assistant for the md. The 

individual has rarely any connections in Italy. 

“Most of our inner numbers in the industry is in British unfortunately there is not much perform 

together with Italy.” 
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Respondent comes from scenario 2. Modified from research. 

The gadgets produced is normally conventional developed but with possibly changing colors and 

other designs. The subsidiaries lead to researching the industry, get in touch with to customers, 

registering agreements (within the dwelling of a conventional agreement and conventional prices), 

etc. In this way almost all get in touch with to the Italy details perform done by the extra. 

 If we use the first conditions the connections in routine one between the headquarter and the Italy 

extra is always in Italy and include of income numbers, agreements and purchases from the extra 

and item explanations and new requirements for e.g. agreements from mom organization. Routine 

two – the connections to the customers can use – is completely down to the extra in Italy and 

routine three does almost not exis t. Purchases are given two to three a few many months ahead 

along with a process for options for quick deliverance of new purchases. 

This product is well performing when the companies are constant, but in times of volatile industry 

(as in the summer 2002) time frame for choices at the headquarter is with this method of almost in-

dependent working subsidiaries only two to three a few many months. The no connections with the 

Italy industry from the headquarter in Denmark generates the company incredibly vulnerable to 

unexpected changes on the industry. Details are mostly given in the type of purchases and options 

and any anxiety on the industry – which is not seen in the stock of purchases – is not observed by 

the supervisors in Den-mark. 

CONCLUSION: 

The connections between a Danish mom organization and a extra worldwide will actually take set up 

a language if you consider the connections process from the Danish com-pany’s aspect. Though 

British world-wide (in the eyes of many managers) has obtained the reputa-tion and standing of a 

unive rsal language enabling individuals display with each other regardless of what their local 

'languages' are and even though that many Italy ‘cadres’ talk about British, the companies still think 

that the immediate connections with customers or viewers happens in Italy. 

In their look for for a cost-efficient way to spend the adequate and appropriate language sources so 

that the connections process with the Italy industry, a huge most of the concerned com-panies seem 

to see the process of a extra in Italy as a appropriate technique. 

In most situations the Italy extra is a little framework with only a few employees who are in charge 

of income and client connections. The employees in the Italy subsidiaries are mainly of Italy source, 

and it appears that the Danish companies seem to select solutions where local sound program deal 

with local sound program. This results in the companies with a problem: how to convey with the 

sub-sidiary? 

Here it seems that the companies have two alternative ideas – British or Italy. In the machine 

industry – and especially the bigger companies – British has obtained a certain universality and a lot 

of companies have already offered British as their organization language. If this is the issue, the Italy 

extra will of course have to adapt to this and use British in its connections with the Danish mom 

organization. We can see that consequently conditions where almost all employees in the Danish 
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organization can get in touch with the Italy extra. In the Italy extra we can see on the opposite that 

connections in British becomes smaller scaled the communicative prospective of the employ-ees. 

Often only someone – on managing level - can link in British. When other em-ployees who are not so 

qualified in British have to convey with the Danish organization they will therefore have to turn to 

casual and individual solutions such as asking friends and col-leagues in other divisions for help. 

 If the connections can happen in Italy the issue will be changed. All employees in the Italy extra will 

be able to convey with the Danish organization, whereas the Danish com-pany only discard one or 

two those who are able to convey in Italy – if any at all. Very few Danes master Italy at a top top 

quality so it is not likely that the Danish employees will have this skills and the companies don't seem 

to valorise formal credentials within this area. If the employees in the Danish organization matters 

your own of Italy source they will often be spent in the Italy connections regardless of what his or 

her credentials are. Once an expert and in another scenario an agriculture specialist is playing the 

use of language node between the extra and mom organization and between the customers can use 

and mom organization when di-rect get in touch with between the customers can use and mom 

organization causes it to be necessary. 

From the get in touch with to the associates it is clearly seen, that the get in touch with to the Italy 

extra (and from Denmark to the customers can use in France) too often is categorized by muddling- 

through solu-tions. The organization discovers somebody in Denmark who has a Italy credentials 

gives this per-son down to being in exposure to Italy. This usually individual has not even a 

appropriate process or spot to take over this liability. This brings to two important conclusions: 

1. Lenders are really vulnerable. Often just one individual at the extra and someone at mom 

organization have down to managing the Italy industry, which most of that time interval is an 

important provide for the company. The Italy language sources in the industry are taken as given and 

are not shipped or successfully effectively properly secured. Another real query is whether the 

individual accountable for the communica-tion with Italy can accomplish this. 

2. The regular of the connections between mom organization and the Italy extra is in no way 

successfully effectively properly secured. Being an outstanding French-speaking expert in Denmark 

does not always mean that you are effective at Danish – or effective at interacting. 

Germany is the only mo st important provide for Danish companies, and it is exciting to see, that the 

companies in common cure the In in in german industry in quite another way than the Italy industry. 

Vocabulary skills in In in in german is present at many levels in the Company. It is needed at 

profession and the companies do their best to build up up this skills. This is maybe the key 

outstanding purpose why why the Danish organization to Malaysia (and Britain and Sweden) 

relatively is much more than to Italy (and Italy and Spain). 
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